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SEPTEMBER 1977 MEETING - September 22
(Thursday evening)

Our September meeting will be held at Harvard in
Jefferson Lab 263 (Same place as Nov. 76 meetingsee map below). The Translation Roundtable will
begin at 7:30 p.m. and the meeting proper at 8:15.
The Roundtable will be a discussion of the French
passage previously published in the News and republished here. Our meeting will include a short
business meeting: We would like to redetermine a
day for our regular meeting, since many of our mem

bers have conflicts on Tuesday evenings, and perhaps
to plan alternate-month "social" gatherings where
we could get together over coffee at a local restaur
ant. In addition, we will have a formal vote on our
slate of officers for 77-78. Bill Grimes and Alice
Berglund will discuss the ATA Workshop on Water
Resources held in Denver in July. We will conclude
with a Problem Corner. Refreshments will be served.

NETA UPDATE
It has been a long summer, and since too few of us
were available for regular meetings, these were
cancelled. However, now that the cooler days of
autumn have arrived, we look forward to another
year of NETA meetings, roundtables, and socials.
4

For instance, we intend to have a joint meeting
with the Goethe Institute in December—so please
bear it in mind. The topic of the program will be
Translation. Bodo Reichenbach is in charge and
several NETA members will participate in a panel
presentation.

Asyou may recall, our May meeting was cancelled
due to a freak snowstorm. Our speaker for that
night, Mrs. Betty Brociner of Lincoln Labs, has so

far not been able to schedule another time for us.
May was a busy time for those of us who went to
the FIT Convention in Montreal; our June meeting

focussed on the events in Montreal. Translators, it
appears, have the same problems, and share the same

xeroxing and postage.) Also at our June meeting—
the Roundtable involved a Russian passage on hydrology
that certainly had its pitfalls. Our later visit to Colorado
shed some light on the technical aspects of the passage!
Bob Abilock was kind enough to bring along and discuss
a number of dictionaries published in East Germany
that are of practical interest to the technical translator.
These are available from Adler in NYC.
Also, our 76-77 slate of officers was nominated to
serve another term. The officers are: Bill Grimes,

President; Alice Berglund, Vice President; and Rudy
Heller, Secretary-Treasurer.

OF INTEREST TO RUSSIAN TRANSLATORS
President Carter renewed the USSR-USA Scientific
Cooperation Agreement last July for another five years.
One of the cooperative programs involved is the
Bureau of Reclamation project, made known to us
through the ATA Chronicle. Another program, men
tioned in the evening news recently, is an Energy

Fusion cooperative effort; the theoretical work now
in progress in this field is two-fold: Laser beam blasting
of H and the study of plasma motion—for the purpose
of producing super-high temperatures. Because it is
safer than nuclear energy, this energy source will be
developed extensively within the next 5 years. SoRussian translator-physicists: cherchez la source!

(Sorry, I can't offer any names or gov't agencies to

address—AB).

Remember the controversy between Lavoisier and
Lomonosov? According to a chemistry text (Keenan/
Wood, General College Chemistry, 1971), "The facts
necessary to support the law of conservation of mass
were correlated by M.V. Lomonosov, a Russian, in

1776. Perhaps because of translation difficulties, his
work was not widely known in Western Europe. Antoine
Lavoisier, a Frenchman, formulated the law indepen
dently in 1783." Herewith, another example of the
law of translation=communication.

experiences, no matter what country they work in.

DICTIONARY POOL UPDATE

A resolution, called the Nairobi resolution, entitled
"Draft recommendation on the legal protection of
translators and translations and the practical means
to improve the status of translators" was drafted by
FIT and copies were given to the participants. We

Members of the dictionary pool should forward cards
on their new dictionaries to me as soon as possible.

have copies of this paper—of interest to practising

translators—and would be happy to forward a copy
upon request. (Please send request to AB, 35 Catherine
Dr., Peabody MA 01960 and enclose $1.00 to cover

Most of the participants have already done so, but I
am still waiting for a few. (Any new member may

join the pool if: (1) He is a member of NETA in good •
standing; (2) He possesses at least 10 specialized dic
tionaries; and (3) He is willing to provide his time for
answering the inquiries of others. In addition, an
initial charge of $10.00 is made to cover our costs-AB

♦The NETA is a regional chapter of the AtA, the American Translators Association, a national professional society.

DUES

for the project will be drawn up.) Ohio U also offers

Anyone who has not paid his June-Dec. 77 dues
must be paid up by Sept. 30 or his name will be

a free independent study catalog.

dropped from the membership list. Rudy Heller
will be on hand to collect dues at our September

JHan/a/d Jxtension-~705 Holyoke Center, Harvard U.,

1350 MassT^Aver/Cambridge, MA 02138, offers 225

meeting. Thank you.

courses of instruction, in the evening, open to credit

and non-credit students. Tuition is relatively low (al
though it is more expensive this year than last) and
courses are for the most part taught by Harvard professors.
A catalog is available; classes begin the week of Sept. 19.
(It should be noted that.Polish and Ukrainian are offered
this year! )

OF INTEREST TO GERMAN TRANSLATORS

From the ChristianJto^^
"WWII records
may hold secrets of Germany's synthetic fuel": A
research team at Texas A & M Univ. has been tracing
energy records of Nazi Germany to learn how Hitler

waged war almost totally with synthetic fuels".. Dr.

yM?.?.?r:.?5§t9ilhas extended the regular class day to

Richard E. Wainerdi heads the German Document
Retrieval Project. Dr. Wainerdi's research team has
uncovered more than a million pages of German in
dustrial documents dealing with synthetic energy
processes, most of them ignored since 1945. The

9:30 p.m. and charges only $54.50 for a 3-unit course.

J^ortheasterr^ UjTivereity offers a State-of-the-Arts Program

for professional development. Courses include: Materials
identification, Mass spectroscopy, Corrosion engineering,
Modern industrial marketing, Qtc, etc. More than 50
courses are offered in a variety of technical, medical, and
management-related areas and meet at NU's Boston,
Burlington and Weston campuses once a week, 2 hrs. in
the evening. Call or write: W.L. Kierstead, Director,
State-of-the-Arts Program, Center for Continuing Educa
tion, 360 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115,
437-2607,2610.

researchers are indexing the documents and cata
loging. Dr Wainerdi asserts that there has never
been a similar opportunity in modern history to
investigate the entire industrial records of a country
whose scientific and industrial expertise on this sub
ject was so advanced. The 5150,000 cost of the pro
gram so far has been underwritten by 3 major US

corporations, but the project may run another five
years and cost several million dollars.

Dr. Wainerdi

also states/'If we prevent merely the commission of

More on INDIAN LANGUAGES

a single mistake in the construction of the reactor

According to the Boston Globe, school-age members of

or a demonstration plant, our project will pay for
itself."

the Yakima Indian tribe in Washington will soon be

Here,then,is a good opportunity for German trans
lator-chemists!

first Yakima language dictionary was published, with

ON-GOING EDUCATION FOR TRANSLATORS

shop was held for teachers and aides who will teach
Mamachat in the public schools.

learning their language, Mamachat. On July 18, the

state and local officials in attendance. A 5-week work

As was mentioned in a previous issue of NETA News.
correspondence courses are now being offered by many
major universities, either for college credit or pro
fessional advancement.
Two universities should be mentioned in particular:

' The University of Wisconsin. IndependentJStudyrJExtension offers more than 400 courses in arts, social,
and natural sciences.' Individual attention is given to
the student who enrolls and course materials include

tapes, practical exercises, and textbook study. The

cost of a course is approx. $60.-100", including texts.
Address: 432 No. Lake St., Madison Wisconsin 53706.
A free catalog is available.

Ohio University (Extension Div., Independent Study,

302 TuppefHall, Athens, Ohio 4570I) offers 3 types

of courses: (1) Course credit by examination ( a rela
tively unstructured course]; (2) Independent study
courses (similar to those given by Wisconsin;; and
(3) Independent study projects (any course, except
a laboratory course from the Ohio U bulletin may

be taken by correspondence—a proposal and contract

.

—contributed by Marianne Warnick

Map for meeting:

ATA & LOCAL TRANSLATOR GROUPS
ATA President Roy Tinsley recently gave Mo Rubiano,
- a member of the ATA Board (and Publications Manager
at Kodak, Rochester) the assignment of working with •
local groups to accomplish the following goals:

1. Consolidate and develop existing local groups and
encourage new groups, not indiscriminately, but

where they, appear justified.

2. Develop a regional organization consisting of re
gional divisions of local chapters and groups. This
would eventually provide for local, regional, and
national meetings and conventions.

Mo Rubiano accepted the assignment, and sent me
(maybe others also) a note asking for ideas as to how
the above might be done. The following is part of my
reply:

"COMMITTEE ON REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS:

The starting and running of regional groups of trans
lators (or of any other group, I suppose) requires some
one on the spot with knowledge of local conditions and
a good supply of energy. ATA cannot provide "union
organizers" to run around the country and get things
going. What can it (or an ATA committee) do?

1) Announce the committee's existence in the Chronicle

and suggest that anyone interested in organizing a local
group contact it.

2) When contacted, it can point to the information we
already have: the ATA Bylaws paragraphs on Chapters;
the items in recent Chronicles in the "From the Chap

ters" column; the regional newsletters.

3) It can sponsor what you might call "seed events".

The Washington 1975 ATA Convention was the seed
event that got me fired up into organizing the Boston
group, and the present Austin, TX group was, I am
told, spawned by the Southwest Regional Meeting
organized by Pat Newman in 1974. A less elaborate
event might be simply someone giving a talk with a

social hour afterward. One could write to ATA members
who have something to say and do some traveling and
ask them to let the committee know if they are going
to be in a city with a number of translators but no
organization. Then a local person would have to get a
room (probably in a university), and a notice would go '

into the Chronicle. Translators would meet; someone
might get inspired to arrange regular meetings. At any

rate, nothing would be lost.

4) Make a list of possible things to do at translator
meetings. Sources for these are: regional newsletters,
past convention programs, newsletters of foreign trans
lator societies."

Do you agree/disagree? Ideas about ATA's role in

regional organization are invited; write to:
Mr. Moises Rubiano

343 State Street

Rochester, NY 14650

_lsabe, Leonard

REGIONAL NEWSLETTERS-Exchange

I am now collecting a full file of regional newsletters
from Ben Teague (who collects and distributes to all
of the chapters). Although I have brought them to
meetings in the past, it seems there is little time for
the members to read them, or else they are fcrgotton.
So—anyone who would like Lo sa^ tho no«Vo!it^io
as they appear (we usually get a batch every 2 months
or so), please let me know. We will then start a mail
distribution procedure. A list will be made up of those

interested and each participant will read and forward
to the next person on the list—eventually they should .
end up back here. Other ideas?
--AB
FOREIGN LANGUAGES AND WORLD TRADE
Jolande Ruppert is a Swiss-American educator and
author who lives in Atlanta and teaches languages
privately. In a recent article in the World Trade Journal,
she discusses the necessity for those engaging in inter
national business to be able to communicate in the
language of the country they are dealing with. If the
businessman himself is unwilling or unable to learn the
foreign language, it is essential that he hire a professional
interpreter or translator, and/or a bilingual secretary.
Ms. Ruppert goes on to explain the differences between

an interpreter, translator, and a bilingual secretary, and

she outlines the extensive training required for each
profession.

The author points out that the program for an inter
preter includes seven semesters of graduate studies.
This training should include every aspect of the language
being studied as well as the laws, commerce, science,
literature, and cultural background of the country. In
addition, the interpreter must spend many hours in
live sessions covering every field in which he intends
to work. Since there is a great deal of responsibility
involved, as well as the long and expensive training, the
interpreter's average fee of $180 per day plus expenses
for common languages and simple texts is well justified.
A translator's training includes five semesters of graduate
work. He should be a specialist in the field in which he
is working—technical, commercial, legal, scientific or
literary—and he should be able to produce a "readable
and clearly understandable piece of translation". He
should also be aware of the importance of deadlines.
Since there is wide variety in translation projects, rates
depend on several factors, such as difficulty and length

of text, difficulty of the language involved, and deadline.

Although a bilingual secretary does not qualify as an
interpreter or translator, she is often expected to be
able to take dictation and handle correspondence in
two languages. Her salary usually depends on her ex

perience, general education, and on work load. She
should, of course, be paid more than a secretary who
(cont. p.4 )

4.

(Cont. from p. 3)
has none of the above qualifications.

A businessman may decide to do without the ser
vices of an interpreter, translator, or bilingual
assistant. He may not wish to study a foreign lan
guage, and may try to handle the work himself
with the aid of a few dictionaries. He will quickly
find that it is impossible to rely on this method.
For instance, he may want to order "octagonshaped nozzles'0 from a company in Germany.
After looking up the words in a German diction

ary, he places his order for "achteck form Schnauze".
He will be very surprised to find that the German
company is unable to fill his order because it has
nothing to do with animal snouts, which is what

"in his net income, his better understanding of inter

national trade,. . .and his personal outlook."
Another important factor is which languages to learn.
Ms. Ruppert advises the businessman to learn French,
German, Spanish and/or Italian, because a great deal
of business is transacted with Germany, Switzerland,
Austria, France, and South America. With the increase
in international trade, communications with Saudi Arabia
and other areas of the world are becoming more common.

Saudi Arabia is now offering well-paid jobs in construc
tion/mechanical and medical fields. In addition to pro

fessional ability, the jobs require some knowledge of
Arabic. Teachers of Arabic have been swamped with

the German word "Schnauze" means. He should

students interested in learning the language.

have ordered: "Achteckig geformte Dusen". This
kind of mistake can happen very easily, especially

Arabic language. There are many forms of Arabic,

in German and French, and familiarity with the
language is essential in order to avoid similar errors.
In any case, the businessman dealing with a foreign
country is much more likely to be successful if he
knows the language or hires a competent bilingual
assistant.

If, on the other hand, our businessman decides to
study a foreign language, where is the best place

to go for training? He has several choices, including
colleges, special language schools and individual

instruction. In the colleges, languages can be taken
in the regular curriculum or as electives. The stu
dent can take two or four-year courses, depending
on whether he selects a language as a major or an
elective. In a two-year course, grammar, syntax, ancl
a short survey of literature are covered. There is very
little spoken language. Non-credit evening classes offer
various programs, but he must investigate the course
content in order to determine whether or not it will
correspond to his needs.
Ms. Ruppert emphasizes that it is very important that
. the businessman choose the right school or best-qual
ified person, and that he have the "will and persis
tence to learn". He must learn to speak and to think
in the foreign language, and he must be thoroughly
familiar with the vocabulary for the business in which
he makes a living. Drilling grammar or memorizing a
text-book will be of no help when "confronted with
the realityof conversation while transacting foreign
business".

Cost is an important consideration when choosing a
language course. Private language training can run

from $120 to $1200 per month, exclusive of books.
The price difference depends on the number of course
hours. One can spend as much as $3,000 for a four-to-

six-week course. The choice depends on the individual
and the type of instruction he desires. However, his
money will be well-spent, and will eventually appear

Ms. Ruppert includes a few words of explanation of the
including:' Egyptian Arabic, Iranian, Syrian, Palestinian,
and others. However, the study of classical Arabic will
definitely aid communication in these countries. Until
the 18th century, Arabic was also spoken in Spain, Mada
gascar, and the island of Pantellaria, which is located
between Sicily and Tunisia. Its alphabet consists of only
28 letters, and the language has only two articles and
two tenses, so it is not so difficult as most people imagine
Finally, the author states that an international company
should always hire a bilingual secretary because "a
company that calls itself international should not lack
the capability to handle its business affairs in the language
of its foreign partner. In fact, it should have order forms,
bills of lading and other documents printed in English,
and subtitled in the foreign."
As a matter of policy European companies insist that

their secretaries be bilingual and well-educated. Departmer
managers must also be bilingual, since they are expected
to understand the letters they sign. Secretaries in overseas

companies must complete intensive language training as

well as regular commercial training, and usually have
spent one year in the country of the language in which
they intend to work.
Ms. Ruppert concludes with the following statement:
"For Americans, international business . . . \s.a new under
taking, and there is still a lot to learn. There is, however,
a great future in it, and it should not be clouded by any
language inadequacy."
*

*

*

I know personally a president of one of the large indus
trial companies on 128, who asserts that he not only

hires translator, interpreters, and bilingual secretaries
as they are needed, but also takes a 6-month intensive
course at Berlitz himself every time his company ventures

forth into new markets. He says that it certainly makes
a difference to his prospective customers in Saudi Arabia
that he can converse "a little bit" in Arabic with them and
has with his party an adroit interpreter who is totally
familiar with his business as well.—AB

ABSENTEE BALLOT-Return to Rudy Heller
30 Lincoln St.
Newton Highlands MA 02161

The following officers were nominated for the term September 77—June 78:
William J. Grimes, President
Alice Berglund, Vice President
Rudy Heller, Secretary-Treasurer

If you wish to vote for these officers, check here

..

If you wish to write in other names, please do so below:
for
for
for

Thank you. Return ballot by Sept. 30.
(Instructions for balloting: Do npt sign baJlQt. Plgcejn smalJ envelope and seal. Place in larger envelope and return to Rudy.

All ballots will be placed aside until Oct. 5, when they will be opened and tabulated. Results will be published in next meeting notice.)

The following is an unpaid advertisement, hopefully of interest. (I have their previous catalog & find
it very useful—I'll bring it to the Sept. meeting.-AB)

1\
iviacmiiians

WORU
General and Special Dictionaries and Grammars
17th Edition

Librarians know that dictionaries are basic reference works in all libraries. This, the newest, and most

comprehensive catalog Stechert Macmillan has produced to date, is more than a listing of dictionaries
and grammars in over 200 languages; it includes linguistics handbooks and the most significant
and useful encyclopedias and periodicals in many specialized fields, such as science, medicine,
industry, technology and literature.

This revised edition will provide accurate and up-to-date information about these books in print.
Previous editions of the World's Languages Catalog have been unique bibliographic reference tools
for the librarian, and other information specialists for many years. This, the latest edition of this
important reference guide is presently being compiled for publication December 1977, and is

designed to be an invaluable acquisition tool for ail libraries.

Contents: Part I: Dictionaries and grammars listed alphabetically by language; Part 11: Specialized
dictionaries arranged alphabetically by subject; Part III: Linguistic periodicals; Part IV: Standard
reference works.
Reserve your copy now!

To cover costs of shipping
and handling send $5.00 per
copy desired, with coupon, by

September 1, 1977, to:
Promotion Manager,
$:echert Macmillan, Inc.,
.866 Third Avenue,

New York, N.Y. 10022 U.S.A.

Send

copy(ies) 17th edition World's Languages Catalog

Total Amount Enclosed
Attention:
Name:

$

__

:
:

Address:

Town/City

.County/State

Postal Code/Zip

.Country

Check or Money Order must.be enclosed.

SSA

ROUNDTABLE PASSAGE-FOR SEPTEMBER

les actions ont porte principalement sur des appli
cations ou I'utilisation de I'electricite .conduit
- contrairement a certains prejuges fondes sur
des conclusions trop rapides tirees du theoreme
de Carnot - a d'importantes economies d'energie

Secteur industriel

La place de I'electricite sur le marche industriel

est plustmportante qu'on ne le croit generalemen :
le tiers environ de la consommation toiale o^ner

giodece secteur. soit nettement plus que le gaz et

primaire :

te carbon reunis et 3% seulement de moms que

- sechage du bois (economie de 50%),
- thermomaturation electrique du beton (eco

le petrole.

pa

I! reste que cette place s'explique pour '/instant
importance des marches specifies force

mo r ce eclairage, 6lectro«yse tana.s que es ap-

n'ications de i'electricite dans les usages thermi-

qiSs sont encore reduites, hors le domame des
hautes temperatures.

Notons egalement les efforts tres importants
faits dans le domaine du sechage thermodynamique II s'agit en effet d'un domaine tres important
quant aux quantites d'energie primaire mobilisees:
auelque 4 millions de tonnes equivalent petrole.
la consommation d'energie par litre d'eau eiiminee
represente en effet deux ou trois fois la chaleur

latente de vaporisation de I'eau.Des economies

nomie de 35%),

.

- fusion de ialuminium en fonderie pour I'execution des pieces moulees (economie de 35%),

- chauffage avant forgeage des biliettes d'acier

sous forme de lopins recuits (economie de 20 a
40%),

- trempe superficielle des pieces en acier
(diminution des consommations d'energie pri
maire comprise entre 2 et 3),
- fusion du laiton (economie de 35 a 40% a
laquelle s'ajoute encore celle due a la diminution
des pertes au feu),
- chariot de manutention (economie de 50%),
- chauffage electrique des locaux industries
associe a des recuperations de chaleur des tors
que les apports internes d'atelier sont importants.

sont done realisables en developpant par exemple
des procedes de sechage par pompe a chaleur et
par rayonnements. Les recherches concernent le

Faut-il souligner a cette occasion que lorsque
la substitution de lelectricite aux processus traditionnels conduit a une econcmie d'energie pri

sechage

maire, cela signifie qu'a I'utilisation, 1 kVVh remplace plus de 2,4 thermies d'energie primaire.
On est loin du coefficient de conversion theonque
(1 kWh = 0,86 thermie) sur lequel on se fonde
abusivement pour recuser I'empioi pratique de
relectricite a la place des combustibles.

- par.pompes a chaleur classiques (temperature
condenseur 50 °C),
•
,
- par pompes a chaleur "haute- temperature :
carreaux de platre. produits pulverulents, sechage
du papier, de produits agricoles;
- en vapeur surchauffee par recompression de
vapeur,

-. associant pompes a chaieur et rayonnements
(bois,.papier, etc.).
En 1975, s'agissant des "produits" aeja au point,

Sans qu'it soit possible de rendre compte de
toutes les actions menees dans le secteur indus
triel pour aider les professicnnels.a une meilleure
utilisation de Tenergie, notons enfin ('inflexion
toute nouvelle en direction des industries agricoles
et alimentaires dont la modernisation et (expansion
constituent desormais un des axes prioritaires du
developpement industriel.

—Excerpted from a report on electrical power plants
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Unpajdadvertising, hopefully of interest-AB
39865. COMPUTER DATA-BASE
ORGANIZATION. James Martin. How you can use
the latest design and implementation techniques to

improve your data system's real-time accessibility and
improve flexibility—at the lowest possible cost. Counts

as 2 ofyour 3 booh.

. $26.50

r ^
82660. TECHNOLOGY MATHEMATICS

HANDBOOK. Jan J. Tumd. Instant access to concise

summaries of all major definitions, formulas, graphs,
tab'es of elementary and intermediate
mathematics—from algebra to determinants and vectors

61530. MATHEMATICS DICTIONARY. Fourth
Edition. Edited by Robert C. James and Edwin F.
Beckenbach. Revised and expanded edition of this
leading mathematics dictionary offers clear, accurate
definitions of more than 8,000 terms.
$17.95
64145. A NEW DICTIONARY OF PHYSICS. H. J.
Cray and Alan Isaacs. More than 9.000 entries provide a
comprehensive, and, where necessary, detailed focus on
key concepts, formulas, men and machines that are
crucial to understanding modern physics. Updated

reference contains hundreds of illustrations, graphs,
charts and tables. Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books.
$35.00
55000. THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ASTRONOMY AND SPACE. Ian Ridpath. Covers the
full range of astronomical know, iedge and space
exploration, from ancient times to now.
$16.95
34670. ASTRONOMY AND COSMOLOGY.Sir
Fred Hoyle. One of the giants of modern astronomy
clearly explains today's astronomv, and the physical

processes and relationships underlying basic

astronomical phenomena ranging from the earth and the
snn to the origin of the universe. Over 600 illustrations. '
$16.50

42210. A DICTIONARY OF LIFE SCIENCES.
Edited by Elizabeth Martin. From Abscisic acid to
Zymugen, this work covers taxonomy, zooloey, botany,

anatomy, physiology, cytology, genetics ancTecology

with 3.300 entries

>

cJ b

$I£50

and much, much morer

$15.95

68735. PHYSICS OF THE EARTH AND PLANETS.
Alan H. Cook. Brilliant investigation by one of the
world's leading authorities on physical meteoroloev.

and over 550 tables. Counts as 3 ofyour'3 books. >67.50

52320. HANDBOOK OF PHYSICAL

Illustrated with 2.450 photographs, diagrams, graphs,

S0576. GRAPHS, MODELS AND FLNTTE
MATHEMATICS. Joseph Malkevitch and Walter
Meyer. A probiern-puzzle-solving work that is a
delightful introduction to practical finite mathematics.
Leads throuch graph theory, computers, functional
models, probability, games and decisions—with
examples, tables, illustrations and solutions to selected
exercises.
$12.50
33540. AN ANCIENT WORLD PRESERVED:
Relics ead Records of Prehistory in toe Andes.
Revised and Updated b\ Frederic Andre Engel.
Translated by Rachel Kendall Gordon. Pieces together
the complex relationship between men and the Andes

and presents us with" a vital picture of man at his best,

mastering a hostile environment and erecting

55190. THE INCREDIBLE DR. MATRIX. Martin

and puzzles.

the History of Paleontology. Second Edition. Martin
J. S. Rudwick. Fine, intelligent examination of the
cornerstones of paleontology, covering the men, the
times and the ideas.
$15.00

$$.95

J

90470. VAN NOSTRAND'S SCIENTIFIC
ENCYCLOPEDIA. Fifth Edition. Hailed as the most
comprehensive one-volume reference work of its kind,
this edition has been thoroughly revised and expanded.

monuments that testify to his victory.

Gardner. The delightful, incredibly brilliant Dr. Matrix
returns with more amazing feats and adventures in
number theory, sleight of word, numeroiogical analysis

<■

50380. GLOSSARY OF CHEMICAL TERMS.
Clifford A. Hampel aiidGesynerG. Hawley. Over 2.000
concise definitions: all major chemical groups,
important functional terms, basic phenomena and
processes, all the chemical elements, and more. $14.95

$12.95

61640. THE MEANING OF FOSSILS. Episodes in

49267. FRONTIERS OF ASTROPHYSICS. Edited

Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books.

'

$24.75

CALCULATIONS. Jan J. Tiuna. In one volume, a
precise summary of the major definitions, formulas,
tables and examples of technolocy physics. Summary of

the major tools of physical calculation, with emphasis on
practical applications.

$14.95

36395. BLACK HOLES, QUASARS AND THE
UNIVERSE. Henry L. Shipman. AKo white dwarfs,
neutron stars, supemovae, Seyfert Galaxies—and more.
$12.9544900. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER
SCIENCE. Edited bv Anthony Ralston and Chester L.

Meek. Contains 470 articles, "1550 paces of the latest
accurate information on hardware, software, systems,
theory, economic, social, and professional issues, bv

208 leading experts. Counts as 3 ofyour 3 books. $6d.OO

44861. THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHEMISTRY.
Third Edition. Edited hv Clifford A. Hampel and

GessnerG. Ha* ley. 60(5 leading chemists thoroughly
plore over 800 theoretical ancf applied aspects of

lemistrv and chemical technolocy. Over 1200
200 pages.
hundreds of invaluable charts, diagrams, anJ

$39.50

il lustrations. Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books.

by Eugene Avrett. A contemporary source on
astropnysical topics from recent solar research, to
neutron stars, supemovae and intergalactic matter.

$20.00

77500. THE SEARCH FOR THE GOLD OF
TUTANKHAMEN. Arnold C. Brackman. The first
complete story of the search, the discovery and the
aftermath of one of the great archaeological finds of all
time.
_
$S.95

70190. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATIONS
RESEARCH. Second Edition. Harvey M. Wagner.
Based on the author's twenty years of experience
applying operations research to a wide variety of
problems, this 1039-pa^e book offers a complete

overview of all the funoamental concepts.

The Library of Science
Riverside, New Jersey 08075

$19.95

Please accept my application for membership and |
send me the three volumes indicated, billing me t
only S3.95 for aH three. I agree to purchase at least •

34140. APPLIED ANALYTICAL MATHEMATICS
FOR PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS./am« 7*. Cashing.
This 650-page work for scientists deals with topics

three additional Selections or Alternates during I

ranging from spectral analysis of linear operators to
comp'ex variables, to group theory.
$19.95

45430. ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMISTRY. Edited
byJ. O'M. Bockris. A veritable encyclopedia of what's
known about the environment, as well as an 800-page
text covering the full spectrum of environmental issues.

Counts as 3 ofyour 3 books.

$49.50

59800. MAN DISCOVERS THE GALAXIES.

Richard E. Berendzen, Richard C. Hart and Daniel
Seeley. The history-makine discoveries by the band of

ten great astronomers who led the way between 1915 and
1940 are recaptured through original'letters,

photographs and archival treasures. Profusely
illustrated.

$15.95

70157. PRINCIPLES OF COSMOLOGY AND

GRAVITATION. Michael Berry. A fascinating
description of the universe as revealed by observation,
and the current theoretical framework for its
construction.
$16.95

46510. EVOLITION AND THE DIVERSITY OF

. LIFE. By Ernst Aiayr. A most re'if^d work probing a
lifelong study.of: evolution, specie.on. me hi.itory of

biology, theory of systematic*, mar. bio?!cos»raphv.

2-5AK j
j

the first 12 months 1 am a member, under the I

membership plan described in this ad. Savincs [
range up to 30** and occasionally even more. .\Ty •
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS • In addition to get
ting three books for $3.95 when you join, you keep
saving substantially on the books you buy. • If you
continue your membership past the trial period, you
will be eligible for our Bonus Book Plan—an impor
tant way to save even more, at least 707c off pub
lishers'prices. • Your Book Club News, describing •

the coming Main Selection and Alternate Selec"

tions, will oe sent to you 15 times a year at three to
four week intervals. » If you wish to purchase the
Main Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to you
automatically. • If you prefer one of the Alternates
or no book at all, simply indicate your decision on
the reply form always enclosed with the News and
mail it so that we receive it by the date speci
fied. • The News is mailed in time to allow you at

least 10 days to decide if you want the coming* Main
Selection. If, because of late mail delivery"of the

News, you should ever receive a Main Selection
without having had the 10day consideration period,
that Selection may be returned at Club expense.

membership is cancelable any lime after I buy {
these three books. A shipping and handling charge i

is added to all shipments.

J

3 books for $3.95
Indicate by number the 3 books you want.

J

L

A few expensive books (noted in book descrip- •
tions) count as 2 or 3 choices.
•

(Offer good in Continental U.S. and Canada only.
Prices slichtly higher in Canada.) Book selections

purchased for professional purposes may be a

tax-deductible expense.

I

